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Abstract
Here we have considered a dynamic relocation problem. A firm owns some plants which produce multiple
products and due to changes in the business environment, the firm is reconsidering its strategic decisions.
Four mixed integer programming models are developed for the same problem with different assumptions
and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. All of these models minimize the relevant costs
(fixed plant opening/closing cost, capacity expansion cost, shipping cost). These models are then solved by
branch and bound technique using ILOG CPLEX 8.0 solver. Computational results obtained are quite
satisfactory and practical.
Keywords: Capacitated facility location and Mixed integer programming
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to changes in external and internal business environment, firms often look to reconsider their strategic
decisions. This problem involves the following decisions:
• When and where to open/close a facility?
• When and which facilities are to produce a given product?
• What capacity should be maintained for each product type at each plant?
• When, how much and from where should the capacity be relocated?
• Which customers are to be served from which plants?
The capacitated facility location problem determines the location of a plant in order to meet
customer demands. Here each plant can produce up to a certain level. The problem which considers only
one period is known as the static version and the one which looks at more than one period is known as a
dynamic problem. There is a vast literature available, which contains exact or heuristic methods to solve
these problems. They include branch and bound algorithms with or without Lagrangean relaxation or
Bender's decomposition. Most of the effective algorithms for CFL problems involve the use of Benders
decomposition [3]. Owen and Daskin [9], provide good survey of methods for dynamic or stochastic
facility location problem.
The relocation problem is closely related to Multi Product Capacitated Facility Location (MPCFL)
Problem. MPCFL Problem is basically the CFL problem in which each plant can produce multiple
products. This problem was first introduced by Lee (in 1991, 1993) [2,3]. He developed an algorithm for
generalized MPCFL problem with the choice of a facility type based on a cross decomposition technique.
His algorithm involves successive solution to Benders (primal) sub problem and Lagrangean (dual) sub
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problem. Later in 1997, Pirkul and Jayaraman [10], developed a lagrangean based heuristic for the multi
echelon MPCFL problem. They considered plants, warehouses and customers as different levels of the
echelon. Mazzola and Neebe (1999) [4], presented a subgradient optimization based heuristic for MPCFL
problem with choice offacility type. Canel et al [1], provided an algorithm to solve the capacitated, multi
commodity, multi stage dynamic facility location problem. They solved the problem using a three phased
approach. In the first phase they determine which plants are going to be open in each time period and then
in second phase they solve the static model for each time period and in the last stage they use the dynamic
programming to find the optimal solution.
Most models for capacitated facility location problem are MIP models that belong to the class of
NP Complete problems. The relocation problem can be reduced to this problem if there is no scope for
relocation or capacity expansion. There is not much literature on the relocation problem due to the
complexity of this problem. Most of the work in the relocation field is done by Melachrinoudis and Min [5,
6 and 8]. They solved the dynamic relocation problem with multiple objectives (cost, transportation access
and incentives) and budget constraints using the goal programming approach. But their model has only one
plant and one product type and there is no scope for capacity expansion and opening of new plants. In
1999, they also solved the same problem using AHP. Later they proposed the Linear Physical Programming
(LPP) approach for the same problem. This allows the Decision Maker to give their preferences for each
criterion in a explicit and flexible manner for a multi objective approach. They used Physpro in Matlab
environment to get the weights and used LINDO to solve the model.
In this thesis we examine the relocation, capacity expansion and/or phase out of an existing facility
(ManufacturinglDistribution) problem. The firm may have manufacturing facilities spread throughout the
country. Each manufacturing facility is capable of producing some or all of the products out of the total
products that the firm is producing. Over time, factors like supplier and customer base, labor and
transportation cost at different places, political situation, demand size and its distribution may change. In
order to be competitive, a cost effective and good customer service firm may consider relocation, capacity
expansion, and/or facility closing /opening over time. Hence this is a multi-period, multi-plant, and multi-
product, facility location and relocation and capacity expansion problem.
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Chapter 2 takes into account some case studies and tries to identify different factors/reasons for
relocation. It mentions some problems faced by firms while relocating. Chapter 3 presents different
formulations with different assumptions for the same problem. Chapter 4 contains some computational
results based on the randomly generated problems. A case study is presented in Chapter 5 which is solved
by three models and their results are compared and then the sensitivity of solution on parameters is
analyzed. Conclusions and the scope for future work are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Relocation Cases
This chapter contains some case studies which show that firms have been relocating for a long time. They
highlight the importance of the relocation problem and identify reasons companies relocate. The chapter
ends by citing some of the problem that firms face while relocating.
2.1 Manufacturing facility relocation
Case Study 1: Odwalla, Inc [12]
Odwalla, Inc. beverage company, with the Odwalla and Samantha lines of all-natural juices,
smoothies, dairy-free shakes, spring water and natural food bars, serves customers coast to coast. Odwalla
acquired Samantha in May 2000. In order to support the company's strategic growth plans, which also
include building a production facility in Florida, they decided to relocate the Samantha plant to Florida.
The main reason for relocation to Florida was the closeness to the fruit (supply).
Case Study 2: Technicolor [13]
A wholly owned subsidiary of Carlton Communications Pic., Technicolor is manufacturer and
distributor of DVD-Video, DVD-ROM, CD, CD-ROM and videocassettes. Technicolor wanted to relocate
all of its operations from its Provo, UT plant and combine it with existing manufacturing facilities in
Camarillo, CA. This move was made in order to provide their customers a much larger, full service facility
and also streamline their business.
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Case Study 3: Ocean Optics, Inc. [14]
Ocean Optics is a diversified photonics technology firm and global leader in optical sensing,
optical networking, display optics and biophotonics. They have service locations in Europe and America
and serve a wide range of markets like process control, consumer electronics and medical diagnostics. In
1998, Ocean Optics, Inc. relocated Orlando manufacturing facilities to a 10,000-square-foot commercial
building in Winter Park, Fla. The main reason for the move was to double the company's production space,
and consolidate its manufacturing, and research and development teams. Moreover this moved them closer
to one of their major customers and they will be able to better respond to their demand.
Case Study 4: Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG [15]
Heidelberg produces scanners, digital cameras, image setters for films and printing plates, sheetfed
and web offset presses, digital printing systems, cutters, folders and binders. Heidelberg moved all
operations from its Dayton, Ohio site to recently expanded facilities in Durham, New Hampshire during
2002. The Dayton facility was responsible for the production of an extensive range of post press products
for commercial web and newspapers while engineering and support functions were located in Durham and
nearby Dover, New Hampshire. The relocation will combine the development and manufacturing functions
for high-volume post press systems at a single site, allowing Heidelberg to maximize efficiency and
synergy.
Case Study 5: DT industries [16]
DT industries is an engineering design, manufacturer and integrator of automation systems and
related equipment which manufacture, assemble, test or package industrial and consumer products. In Dec.
2002, they decided to close their Erie, PA plant and relocate it to their existing Buffalo Grove
manufacturing facility. This move was inline with their integration strategy and they would be better able to
utilize their facility.
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2.2 Offices/Headquarter relocation
Case Study 6: Boeing Company (17)
The Boeing Company is a leading manufacturer of commercial airplanes. Boeing is also a leader
in space technology, defense aircraft and systems, and communication systems. Boeing, in May 2001,
decided to move it corporate headquarters from Seattle. They were considering Chicago, Denver or
Dallas/Fort Worth as possible locations to relocate. Among these locations, Chicago was selected because
it is centrally located and an international business hub with good air travel connections to Europe, Asia
and Latin America. The move was made in order to consolidate corporate oversight within a central
business hub that stands apart from the company's various business units.
Case Study 7: Hitachi Ltd [18]
Hitachi, Ltd has its headquarters in Tokyo, Japan. The company manufactures and markets a wide
range of products, including computers, semiconductors, consumer products and power and industrial
equipment. It is now considering selling its headquarters building in Ochanomizu in central Tokyo and it
plans to rent 3 locations near Tokyo Station. Hitachi has nearly 3000 employees at Ochanomizu building
and another 3000 employees at nine buildings nearby which it rents in that area. The main reason for the
move is to cut its building rental costs by 15%.
Case Study 8: International Paper [19]
International paper is a diversified company which produces paper and paper products. Its
manufacturing plants are operating in the western hemisphere, Asia, Europe and Africa. Their headquarters
are in downtown New York. With the cost of living high and the quality of living low, so they wanted to
relocate. They found that in Memphis, Tennessee the quality of life was good and cost of living was low.
Moreover, the Chamber of Commerce for Information provided them a multiple year tax freeze. In 1986,
International paper moved one of its main headquarter to Memphis.
Case Study 9: M. W. Kellogg Company (20)
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Kellogg is one of the world's largest engineering and construction firms, which services the
energy industry. It had its world's headquarters in Greenway Plaza, Housten. Because of their growing
business, they were running out of the office space and moreover their lease was also expiring. In order to
overcome this problem they relocated their headquarters to Dresser (now Kellogg Tower) Tower in the
Cullen Center development in downtown Houston.
2.3 Factors for LocationlRelocation Problem
In summary, here are some of the factors which company considers for selection of possible location while
going for relocation.
l) Cost: This is one of the most important factors which affects the relocation or expansion decision.
There are different kinds of costs which are to be considered with relocation. They include land
acquisition cost, construction cost, production cost, labor cost, equipment shifting cost and
transportation cost etc. Since this is a dynamic model, these costs will change with time. Costs of
production, labor cost in general tends to increases with time.
2) Access to customer: This is a very important factor because customers are the ones who are
actually providing business to the firm. It is very important that their demand is satisfied quickly
and the service quality is good. Apart from this, if the customers are more accessible then there
will be savings in distribution costs.
3) Access to supplier: Again there may be savings in transportation cost if the suppliers are close.
Moreover the order cycle time will be less for the entire supply chain and hence they will be better
able to serve customers.
4) Access to transportation infrastructure: If the firm deals with manufacturing products then it
would be better for them to be near to the transportation infrastructure, including major interstate
highways, waterways, railroads and break-bulk terminals. This would reduce the transit time
between the facility site and the customer and hence enable them to serve customer on time.
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5) Tax incentives: Every state has a different taxing system. Some states provide tax incentives in
order to create more jobs in their area for new companies. This can lead to lots of savings for the
firm.
6) Labor quality: Many firms require a skilled labor force. If they are available in the nearby area
then it decreases the training cost and increases the productivity and in tum decreasing the order
cycle time and unit cost.
7) Space: When a firm's business increases, sometimes it is not possible to expand at the existing
location. Firms may look for a newer location to expand with the same or more advantage as with
the older facility.
These are some of the factors which affect the facility location, relocation, expansion and abandonment
decision. Among these, the most important is the cost which is considered and minimized in the models
presented in this thesis. Other factors such as labor quality, access to transportation infrastructure and
quality of life etc. need to be quantified if they have to be considered in the model. Another option is to
choose only those sites which are good in terms of all the above stated factors subjectively.
In order to illustrate the importance of the cost let us consider the Textile/Garment industry. The
textile industry is very labor intensive. Wages become an important competitive factor for firms because all
the other factors are generally the same. If we compare the labor rates for various countries, (Table: 2-1)
we find that USA and European countries are much higher than Mexico and Asian countries. Moreover the
graph in Figure 2-1 shows that the rate of increase of labor rates in these developed countries is greater than
that ofdeveloping countries.
Because of this, most of the textile industry in the USA has shifted their base to Asia. For
example, Levi Co. [21], around May 2002 closed all of its manufacturing facilities in USA and relocated to
Asia as the labor costs were very low. The same step was earlier taken by Gap, Guess and Ralph Lauren.
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This data has been taken from Bureau ofLabor Statistics [23].
Table 2-1' Labor rates/hour for different countries.
1"< US/ "- Frarice! !;B'elaium Mexico;' 1"Brazil' .! ,'Srilanka,' Taiw~tn"., '-."
4991" 15.58 15.65 19.75 1.84 NA 0.40 4.33
,',1992', 16.09 17.47 22.05 2.17 NA 0.40 5.05
.1993 16.51 16.60 21.70 2.40 NA 0.42 5.19
199A-' 16.87 17.24 23.62 2.46 NA 0.45 5.49
'1995.·.· 17.19 19.35 27.62 1.65 NA 0.48 5.85
'199'6< 17.70 19.06 27.22 1.58 5.79 0.48 5.87
. "1§g7· 18.31 17.21 23.98 1.70 5.85 0.46 5.80
"1998.,·,'. 18.64 17.49 24.31 1.64 5.61 0.47 5.18
:1999' 19.11 17.19 23.92 1.83 3.46 0.46 5.51
·2000'······ 19.72 15.66 21.59 2.08 3.58 0.48 5.85
·· .. 2001· 20.32 15.88 21.04 2.34 3.02 0.42 5.70
Labor cost Vs time
30.00 .---,----,----,---,---,---,----,---,---,---,---,-----:-c-,--...."...,
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Year
-+-US
--'JIE- Brazil
--- France Belgium ~:,.. _. Mexico
--- Srilanka -f-Taiw an
Figure 2-1: Represents change of labor cost with time for different countries.
Similar relocations were observed in the Italian Textile industry [22] in the mid-1980's. The most powerful
force behind Italian firms' relocation has been cost savings in production.
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In our analysis, we focus on tangible costs. These other issues are important but, cannot be included in
mathematical model. Next chapter contains four different models for the same problem with different
assumptions. First model is single period model which optimize the cost for one period. The two different
multi-period models are presented. These models find the optimal network for the planning horizon. The
last model is more generalized then the multi-period model. It also allows the plants to keep inventory and
produce for the later period.
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Chapter 3
MIP Models
Due to changes in prices, demand distribution, supplier base, etc. a firm is reconsidering its strategic
locations. It is faced with a decision of capacity expansion, relocation, location of new facility or facilities,
or the phase out of some existing facilities in order to optimize its network. Each plant has a fixed
maximum capacity and it cannot produce above its capacity. On the other hand if a plant is opened at a
particular location then it has to utilize minimum amount of its resources. Moreover if a plant is equipped
to produce some product then a minimum amount of these products must be produced. This chapter
formulates the above problem in four models each having different assumptions.
3.1 Single Period Model
In this model, the firm looks at the current state and performs all relocation or phase out of plants in one
period. A firm can open new plants or close some of the plants and move some capacity from one location
to the other, but this model does not include capacity expansion. This model is useful when the companies
are over capacitated and want to close or relocate some plants or capacity in near future where the
production cost is not changing much and demand is nearly stabilized.
Assumptions:
All costs are deterministic.
No capacity expansion.
Budget is not a constraint for the company.
Total existing capacity is sufficient for demand.
There is no cost to keep capacity or to salvage it.
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Indices:
Customers (1).
j Plants (existing) (J).
k Plants (new) (K).
j Products (F).
Parameters:
uf Cost for shifting the capacity for product of type j (capacity or distance based)
Cjf Existing capacity at plantj for productj
cf Cost of shipping a unit product of type j
Ejf Fixed cost ofequipping a plant at locationj to produce product of type j
Elf Fixed cost of equipping a plant at location k to produce product of type j
Dif Demand for productjat customer i
ajf Production cost for one unit ofproductjat locationj
alf Production cost for one unit ofproductjat location k
~ Fixed cost ofclosing a facility at locationj
Hk Fixed cost of opening a facility at location k
dij Distance between customer i and supplier j
dik Distance between customer i and supplier k
djk Distance between supplier j and supplier k
af Labor hours required to produce one unit ofproductj
SlIIin Min. labor hours that must be used if a plant is open
SlIIinf Min. labor hours that must be used if a plant is equipped to produce product of type j
S Maximum capacity at any location (labor hours)
M Large number
Variables:
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XijJ Amount ofproductjproduced at locationj for customer i
Xik! Amount ofproductjproduced at location k for customer i
rIikf Capacity shifted from plantj to plant k for productj
IT!if Capacity shifted from plant I to plantj for productjwhere plant I is the existing plant
exceptj
Zk 0 or 1 whether there is a plant at location k
Yk! 0 or 1 whether plant k is equipped to produce productj
Zj 0 or 1 whether there is a plant at locationj
Yjf 0 or 1 whether plantj is equipped to produce productjwhich are not existing
Objective Function:
Minimize:
Cf dijxijJ + LLL cf d ik
k f
(1)
The objective (1) is to minimize the sum of the variable costs (transportation cost, relocation cost,
production cost) and fixed costs (opening/closing plant, equipping/un-equipping a facility to produce a
particular kind ofproduct).
Constraints:
'rIkeK,feF (2)
Constraints (2) ensure that a new plant can be equipped to produce any kind of product only if it exists.
'rIjeJ,keK,feF (3)
Constraints (3) ensure that capacity can be shifted to new plant only if it is equipped to produce that
product.
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'rIk&KJ&F (4)
Constraints (4) ensure that amount shipped from a new plant is less than the capacity relocated to that plant
for a given product.
Smin Zj :{ L:L: af xijf 'rIj &J (5)
i f
Constraints (5) check that a plant is open only if it is producing certain amount of products.
Smin/Yjf :{ L: af xijf
i
'rIj &1,f&F (6)
Constraints (6) ensure that if new plant is equipped to produce a product then it must produce certain
amount of that product.
L: xijf :{ Cjf - L: fhf - L IIilf + L: Ilijf 'rIj &1, f & F (7)
k / /
/*j [,,,j
Constraints (7) check that amount of product shipped from an existing plant to customer is less than the
capacity ofplant to produce that product.
'rIj &1,f&F (8)
Constraints (8) ensure that a existing plant can be equipped to produce new kind ofproduct only if it exists.
'rIj &1,f & F \ {Fj} (9)
Constraints (9) ensures that amount produced at a existing facility for new product should be less than or
equal to the capacity relocated for it.
L: ILk[ + L: ILlf:{ Cjf 'rIj &1,f&F (10)
k /
[,1)
Constraints (10) checks the amount of capacity relocated from a plant for a product is less than or equal to
the capacity it had initially.
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L Xijf + L x;kf = Dif
j k
Vi &/,f&F (11)
Constraints (11) are the demand constraint which ensures that the demand for all the products at all the
places in all periods is met.
Vk&K (12)
Constraints (12) provide upper bound to the amount a new plant can produce.
L af (CjJ - L I1kf - L I1lf + L TIijf) ~ s
f k I I
lif-j lif-j
Vj &J (13)
Constraints (13) provide upper bound to the amount a existing plant can produce.
- {O,]}
~O
Vi &1,j &1, k &K,f &F
Vi &/,j &1, k &K,f &F } (14)
Remaining constraints (14) tells about which variables are integers and which are continuous.
The decisions made by this model are strategic in nature and hence cannot be made frequently. In single
period model the existing costs are seen and the decision is made based on that. But in reality this might not
be optimal for longer time. Because along the time business environment changes and hence it is a good
idea to look for a longer time while making the relocation decision so that the network remains optimal.
3.2 Multi Period Model- Minimum capacity
This model is more generalized than the previous model. It captures the dynamic nature of the problem. It
allows the firm for capacity expansion. In this, firm makes the decision of relocation, expansion or phase
out of facilities over a planning horizon keeping in view that supply chain activities are not disturbed.
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Assumptions:
All costs and their functions are detenninistic.
Budget is not a constraint for the company.
There is no cost to keep the capacity or to salvage it.
The relocation or plant opening and closing are done at the beginning of the period.
No inventory is kept or in other words production is done for one period only.
Customers and Suppliers remain same throughout the time horizon.
Indices:
Customers (1).
j Existing Plants (J) and New Plants (K).
j Products (F).
t Time periods (1).
Parameters:
uft Cost for shifting the capacity for product oftypejin period t.
eft Cost of shipping a unit product of type j in period t.
ECjft Fixed cost of equipping a plant at locationj to produce product of typejin period t.
EOjft Fixed cost of equipping a plant at location k to produce product of type jin period t.
Diji Demand for productjat customer i in period t.
ajft Production cost for one unit ofproductjat locationj.
qjft Cost to increase the capacity for productjby Lfunits at locationj during t.
HCjl Fixed cost of closing a facility at locationj in the beginning ofperiod t.
HOjt Fixed cost of opening a facility at locationj in the beginning of period t.
dij Distance between customer i and supplier j.
djk Distance between supplier j and supplier k.
S Imin Minimum no. of labor hours of type jto be used if a plant is equipped to producef
Smin Minimum no. of labor hours to be used if a plant is open.
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S Maximum capacity at any location (labor hours).
LJ Discrete no. ofunits ofjby which the capacity at any location can be increased.
aJ Labor hours required to produce one unit ofproductJ
M Large number.
Variables:
xijft Amount ofproductjproduced at locationj for customer i during period t.
Cift Capacity ofproductjat locationj during period t.
fLkft Capacity shifted from plantj to plant k for productjduring period t.
Oift Amount of new capacity created at locationj forjin the beginning of period t.
Zjt 0 or 1whether there is a plant at locationj during period t.
Yjft 0 or 1 whether plant j is equipped to produce product j during period t.
ZCjt 0 or 1whether the plant at locationj is closed during period t.
YCjft 0 or 1 whether plantj is unequipped to produce product!during period t.
ZOjt 0 or 1whether the plant at locationj is opened during period t.
Y0jft 0 or 1whether plant j is equipped to produce product j during period t.
Objective Function:
Mi"imize:
The objective (1) is to minimize the sum of the variable costs (transportation, relocation, production and
capacity expansion) and fixed costs (opening/closing plant, equipping lun-equipping a facility to produce a
particular kind ofproduct).
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Constraints:
tlj &1,j &F, t (2)
Constraints (2) ensure that a plant can be equipped to produce any kind ofproduct only if it exists.
tlj &1,j&F, t (3)
Constraints (3) require that if a plant is equipped to produce some product then only there is a capacity to
produce that product at that facility.
tlj, I &J andj ;t l,f& F, t (4)
Constraints (4) ensure that capacity can be shifted to a plant only if it is equipped to produce that product.
L I1!Jl S Cjf(I_J)
I
l*j
tlj &1,j &F, t (5)
Constraints (5) check that the amount of capacity relocated from a plant in a given period is less than the
capacity in the previous period.
Cjft S Cjf(I-J) - L I1!Jl + L ITii/i + Qjft Lf
I I
l*j l*j
tlj &1,j&F, t (6)
Constraints (6) are the capacity balance constraints. Means that the capacity to produce a particular type of
product in a given period should be at the maximum equals to capacity in the last period plus the net
capacity shifted to the plant plus the capacity expanded in that period.
tlj & 1, t,f (7)
Constraints (7) ensure that if a plant is equipped to produce a product then it must produce certain amount
of that product.
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'rIjeJ,t (8)
Constraints (8) check that a plant is open only if it is using certain amount of its capacity.
'rIjeJ,t (9)
Constraints (9) provide upper bound to the amount a plant can produce.
'rIj eJ,j eF, t (10)
Constraints (10) ensures that amount produced at a facility should be less than or equal to the capacity for
that product.
L xijfi = Dift
j
'rIi eI,jeF, t (11)
Constraints (11) are the demand constraint which ensures that the demand for all the products at all the
places in all periods is met.
'rIjeJ,t
'rIjeJ,t
(12)
(13)
Constraints (12) and (13) determines the whether at some location plant state is changed or not.
Yjfi - Yjf(t-J) ~YOjfi
Yjf(t-J) - Yjfi ~Ycjfi
'rIj eJ,j eF, t
'rIj eJ,j eF, t
(14)
(15)
Constraints (14) and (15) determine whether plant has been equipped or unequipped to produce some
product or not.
Initialization constraints jor z, Y and Cat t = O.
Constraints (16) are initialization constraints at time period zero.
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(16)
Zjl - {O,l} 'rIj&1,t
Yjfi - {O,I} 'rIj &1,1 &F, t
[J;ifi ~O 'rIj &1, 1&1,1 &F, t (17)
Cijt, Qjfi, xijft, YOjfi, YCjfi ~O 'rIj &1,1 &F, t
ZOjl' ZCjt ~O 'rIj&1,t
Remaining constraints (17) tells about which variables are integers and which are continuous.
Proposition 1: If;" andYjfi variables are {O, I} then ZCjl' ZOjt, YCjfi and YOjfi will also be {O, I} given they
are ~ O.
Proof: Since the problem is ofminimization, these variables will tend to take the minimum value. ZCjt. ZOjt.
Yejft and YOjft variables are involved only in constraints of type
'rIj&1,t
'rIj &1,1 &F, t
'rIj &1,1 &F, t
If we see left hand side of the constraints we see that variables can take only 4 types ofvalues i.e.
Varl Var2 RHS ZorYvalue
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
0 1 -1 0
1 1 0 0
It can be easily seen that ZCjt. ZOjt. Y Cjft and Y 0jft are {O, I}.
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3.3 Multi Period Model - Penalty
This model, instead of having minimum capacity constraints with a plant, has penalties associated with a
plant if it is open in a given period. Also there is a penalty associated if a plant is equipped to produce some
specific type of product. These penalties can be interpreted as the minimum cost which will be incurred if
the plant is open or it is equipped to produce some product.
Parameters:
R_zj / Cost incurred if the plant at locationj is open during time period t.
RYJft Cost incurred if the plant at locationj is equipped to produce product/at time period t.
So modified objective function is:
Minimize:
I I I EOJft YOJft + I I I EcJft YCJft + I I I I Cft dij Xijft
jfl jfl ijfl
II R_zj / ZOjt +III RYJft YOJft
j I j f I
Constraints:
(2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16) and (17)
3.4 Multi Period Model - Inventory
(1)
Up till now it was assumed that the products which plant produces are consumed in the same period. But in
reality it is not true. With time costs (production cost or the capacity purchase) changes and it might be
favorable to buy the capacity early and produce early and keep the inventory give the holding costs are low.
This model allows the plants to keep the inventory and produce for the later periods.
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Assumptions:
All costs and their functions are deterministic.
Budget is not a constraint for the company.
The relocation or plant opening and closing are done at the beginning of the period.
Customers and Suppliers remain same throughout the time horizon.
There is no cost to keep the capacity or to salvage it.
The extra parameters and variables required for this model are:
Parameters:
hjft Holding cost for one unit ofproductjat locationj during time period t.
Variables:
Pjft Number ofunits ofproductjproduced at locationj during time period t.
lift Inventory ofproductjat locationj during period t.
The model becomes:
Objective Function:
Minimize:
Uft djl I1lji + II
j t
HOjt ZOjt + I I HCjl ZCjt +
j t
I I I EOjft YOjft + I I I ECjft YCjft + I I I I Cft dij Xijft
jft jft ijft
I I I hjft ljft
j f t
Constraints:
(2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (9), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15) and (16)
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(1)
'rIj s1, t,J (7)
Constraints (7) ensure that if a plant is equipped to produce a product then it must produce certain amount
of that product.
'rIjs1,t (8)
Constraints (8) check that a plant is open only if it is using certain amount of its capacity.
'rIj s1,j sF, t (10)
Constraints (10) say that amount produced for a product at a plant should be less than the capacity for it.
'rIj sJ,J sF, t (17)
Constraints (11) checks that amount of product j shipped from a plant should be less than the sum of
inventory and production for it in that period.
'rIj s1,j sF, t (18)
Constraints (12) are inventory balance equation.
Zjt - {O,I} 'rIjsJ,t
Yjft - {O,l} 'rIj s1,j sF, t
]];lji ~O 'rIj s1, I s1,j sF, t (19)
Clji, Qjft, Pjfi, Ijft, xijft, YOjft, YCjfi ~O 'rIj s1,j sF, t
ZOjt, ZCjt ~O 'rIjs1,t
Remaining constraints (19) tells about which variables are integers and which are continuous.
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It is to be noted here that the amount produced in each period at a plant is Pjfi but in the previous models it
was the sum of the number of units of a product shipped from the plant to the customers in the given
period.
In this chapter we have presented four models for the location and/or relocation problem with
different assumptions and constraints. Next chapter contains some computational experiments based on the
models presented in this chapter for different sized problems.
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Chapter 4
Computational Results
This chapter contains some computational results on the models which are given in the previous chapter.
The aim of this study is to determine the average computational times for different sized problems using
these models. All the problems are generated randomly and for each configuration five problems are solved
and their average solution time is taken. These problems are solved by branch and bound algorithm using
CPLEX'S 8.0 MIP solver [24] on P IV, 2.4GHz machine with 512MB RAM.
It is considered that all of these plants and customers are located on a 100 by 100 grid. Each
customer or plant coordinates are generated using uniform random variables between 0 to 100. Here it is
assumed that all the customers have demand for all the products. All the parameters are generated randomly
between their parameter ranges using uniform distribution.
4.1 Single period Model
fi S' 1 P . d M d 1a e - arameter ranges or mgle eno o e
S.No. Parameter Minimum Maximum
1 Hi 100000 200000
2 Hk 100000 200000
3 Ef 50000 100000
4 Ekf 50000 100000
5 Cf 20000 50000
6 Dif 500 1000
7 Uf 1 4
8 cf 1 5
9 ajf 15 25
10 akf 5 10
12 uf 5 15
13 Sminf 2000 5000
14 xy 0 100
T bl 4 1 P
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S = 200000
Smin = 20000
Table 4-2: Average computational time for different sized problems (Single Period).
S.No. ni nj nk nf Final Avg. timeStatus (sec.)
1 10 5 3 3 Solved <1
2 20 5 3 3 Solved < 1
3 30 5 3 3 Solved <1
4 10 5 3 4 Solved < 1
5 20 5 3 4 Solved <1
6 30 5 3 4 Solved < 1
7 10 8 5 5 Solved 6.4
8 15 8 5 5 Solved 2.6
9 20 8 5 5 Solved 2.4
10 25 8 5 5 Solved 2.8
11 30 8 5 5 Solved 1.4
12 40 10 8 5 Solved 21.2
The smallest problem here involved 226 constraints and 376 variables out of which 32 were binary
variables and the remaining were continuous. Largest size problem involved 1,358 constraints and 4,558
variables out of which 108 were integers. It is found that average time to solve these problems is less than a
minute.
4.2 Multi period model- Minimum Capacity
Table 4-3: Parameter ranges for Multi Period Model- Min Capacit lT
S.No. Parameter Minimum Maximum
1 Fo· 100000 200000
2 Fc· 50000 100000
3 EO'f 50000 100000
4 EC'f 25000 50000
5 Gf 2000 5000
6 Djf 500 2000
7 Uf 1 4
8 Cf 2 5
9 a'f 10 15
10 akf 5 10
11 qif 10000 20000
12 Uf 5 15
13 Lf 200 400
14 Sminf 2000 5000
15 xy 0 100
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S = 100000
Smin = 10000
Table 4-4: Average computational time for different problems (Model 3.2)
S.No. ni nj nk nf nt Final TimeStatus (sec)
1 10 5 3 3 5 Solved 1.6
2 20 5 3 3 5 Solved 1.8
3 30 5 3 3 5 Solved 4.6
4 10 5 3 4 8 Solved 22
5 20 5 3 4 8 Solved 7.2
6 30 5 3 4 8 Solved 31.2
7 10 8 5 5 13 Solved 514
8 15 8 5 5 13 Solved 215
9 20 8 5 5 13 Solved 556.4
10 25 8 5 5 13 Solved 695.2
11 30 8 5 5 13 Solved 314.4
12 40 10 8 5 13 Solved 1944.6
The smallest problem here involved 2,166 constraints and 2,816 variables out of which 160 were binary
variables and the remaining were continuous. Largest size problem involved 32,984 constraints and 73,440
variables out ofwhich 1,404 were integers. It is found that average time to solve these problems is less than
thirty five minutes.
4.3 Multi period model- Penalty
, d fi h' ode!.a e - Ihona parameter range ree Ulre ort IS m
S.No. Parameter Minimum Maximum
1 R Z't 10000 20000
2 R Yift 5000 10000
T bl 45 Add"
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Table 4-6: Average computational time for different sized problems (Model 3.3).
S.No. ni nj nk nf nt Final Status Time (sec)
1 10 5 3 3 5 Solved 0.8
2 20 5 3 3 5 Solved 1.6
3 30 5 3 3 5 Solved 1.2
4 10 5 3 4 8 Solved 3.0
5 20 5 3 4 8 Solved 8.2
6 30 5 3 4 8 Solved 20.6
7 10 8 5 5 13 Solved 26.2
8 15 8 5 5 13 Solved 78.4
9 20 8 5 5 13 Solved 107.6
10 25 8 5 5 13 Solved 385.4
11 30 8 5 5 13 Solved 326.4
12 40 10 8 5 13 Solved 688.8
The smallest problem here involved 2,006 constraints and 2,816 variables out of which 160 were binary
variables and the remaining were continuous. Largest size problem involved 31,580 constraints and 73,440
variables out ofwhich 1,404 were integers. It is found that average time to solve these problems is less than
twelve minutes.
4.4 Observations
Here is the graph between time to solve the problem and the problem size for both the multi period models:
Computational time comparision
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Figure 4-1: Solution times for different sized problems with two multi period models
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Problems solved by the later model take less time as compared to the earlier model. And this difference
increases as the size of the problem gets bigger. This can be seen by the trend lines which are shown in the
graph. It seems that, first model is more sensitive to the size of problem. Computational time increases
much rapidly as compared to other model as model size increases.
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Chapter 5
Application of models to a Case Study
This chapter contains a case study problem and this problem is solved with different models to see the
effect of way of modeling on the plants strategic and operational decisions.
Strategic decisions:
• Which plants are to be opened or closed and when?
• Which products are to be produced in which plant and when are the plants to be equipped (or
unequipped) to produce those products?
Operational decisions:
• When and how much capacity expansion is to be done?
• Which plant satisfies which customer demand?
In the second part, a sensitivity analysis is done to see the robustness of the model. Different parameters are
given different values to see the effect of them on the solution.
5.1 Overview of problem
A manufacturing firm produces 3 kinds of products and have 5 plants located on a 100 by 100 grid. Due to
changes in the business environment, the firm is looking to reconsider its strategic decision. The firm is
considering three possible locations for relocation where the labor costs are substantially lower than the
existing location. The company has 20 major customers for its products. Seven years of time horizon is
considered for the multi-periOd problem where each period equals to one year.
Initial states:
Plant locations (coordinates): Figure 5-1
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Existing plant Locations: (46, 71), (69, 27), (72,48), (23,46) and (49,64)
New locations: (55, 38), (6, 51) and (2, 6)
100
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Legend
Existing Facilities
i ,; New Locations
Figure 5-1: Location of existing and possible new facilities.
Customer Locations: (33,10), (94,10), (69, 79), (57, 70), (41,10), (57, 27), (29, 72), (85, 33), (79, 91), (4,
58), (55,84), (54, 97), (2, 94), (97, 55), (3,41), (52, 28), (21, 13), (99, 58), (5, 27) and (75, 78)
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arameter anRes:
S.No. Parameter Minimum Maximum
1 Fo· 100000 200000
2 Fc· 50000 100000
3 EO'f 50000 100000
4 EC'f 25000 50000
5 Cif 15000 20000
6 Dif 1000 2000
7 Uf 1 4
8 Cf 0.01 0.1
9 a'f 30 50
10 akf 5 10
11 qif 10000 20000
12 Uf 0.1 1
13 Lf 200 400
14 xy 0 100
P R
S = 150000 labor hours
Smin = 15000 labor hours
Demand Rate = 0.15
Inflation Rate = 0.10
Discount Rate =0.10
Initially the total capacity of all the plants is higher than the total demand. It is assumed that the demand,
production, relocation and shipping costs are changing along the time and are usually increasing. Each
customer has demand for all the three products. Initial values for the parameters are generated between the
parameters ranges given using the uniform random distribution. And then for later periods the parameters
are generated as follows:
Demand: Dift = Dif(I-}) * (Demand Rate * randO), where rand 0 is a random number generator which
generates the uniform random number between 0 to 1. Here demand increases from the pervious period
between 0 - Demand rate. On average it increase by (Demand Rate)/ 2.
Production cost (Existing & New Location): ajfi =aif(I.}) * (Inflation Rate * randO)
a"ft =akf(I.}) * (Inflation Rate * randO),
Shipping cost: cft =Cj(I.}) * (Inflation Rate * randO)
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Relocation cost: ufi = uf(t-J) * '(Inflation Rate * rand())
All the other parameters are assumed to be constant and for each time period they are randomly generated
between their parameter ranges. In the objective function, all the costs are discounted to present time period
at the given discount rate. This case study was solved using first three models and the solutions obtained
follow.
5.2 Comparison of results
Table 5-1: Cost comparison for 3 models.
.....•....... ...·.·.·:,Col11parisionof,costs "........
.Model·1···Model-2>' ,. ModeF~3
ObjectiveValue' .'.' . 3032640 7921760 7875950
1498720 2666180 2663340
599675 1511130 1545150
177615 413286 48087
156624 319534 319534
260959 376808 234867
155080 453422 453422
183965 1352910 1353650
0 828478 452945
0 0 468215
0 0 336739
'., P.roduction'·. '" . .....
Relocatiol1·. ·.·.r..'. . .
.>i Eac:C.losil1g.·...... .... ,
"".;'/ E8c/Opel1ing:·}·.· .• · .•...
I~i F'ac;'Ul1eqIJi '.."
,,8+ Fac;'Equipping.·.··.·,·· .. /\
.....'. ••·····•. Shippil1a'.\<··f· '.'
CapacitY:Expal1sion<'" .'
, FacilitY'fUnl1il1g:'cost',
' .
..' ·,.Equipl11erifrulillirig cost
There is a big difference in the configuration obtained by single period models and multi-period models.
The multi-period model looks at a 7 year planning horizon and gives the network structure based on that.
Since single period model looks at one period, there are three existing plants are open in final solution.
Where as all the existing plants are closed in multi period model with minimum capacity.
Ifwe see the other multi period model, we observe the same new plants are open here at the same
time so mostly the solution is same but the plants are not closed which is because of the low penalty to
keep the plant open. This can be observed in the costs. In model 3.3, the cost to unequip the existing plant
is more then the cost of running the current facility.
Because ofbetter solution quality, we consider model 3.2 for sensitivity analysis in the multi-period case.
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Figure 5-2: Plant states when solved by 3 models.
In the above chart, first column contains numbers in two fonnats
j: represent the plant and,
jj: represent the plant j with product f.
Remaining columns refers to period. If a box in the chart is filled means that j (or Lf) is open (or j is
equipped to produce f) in period corresponding to that box.
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5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The above solution was for the given values of the parameters. It should be noted that strategic decisions
are made for long terms and cannot be changed quickly but on the other hand operational decisions can be
changed quickly. It is important to determine that our solution will change if we re-estimate the parameters.
Here the results presented are specific to these parameters. But similar or more rigorous analysis can be
done to test the sensitivity of the model with respect to the parameter.
5.3.1 Discount rate
This factor brings the cost at different period at zero. Since we are minimizing the costs, this is an
important factor which can affect the solution depending on the value we choose. So here the model is
solve for 0.06,0.08,0.10,0.12 and 0.14 values of discount rate and change in the solution is observed.
Table 5-2: Effect of discount rates on costs
8529600 8211250 7921760 7655570 7411480
'•• p'roductiol1" ... / ...... ;'.. 2990000 2818640 2666180 2532100 2401800
Relocation,. .'•.. · 1511130 1511130 1511130 1511130 1511130
:Fac;:Closil1ca' ...<: ....•.•. 413286 413286 413286 413286 413286
I/) ·.·Fac~dpenrrt~f······'/..'c,," 319534 319534 319534 319534 319534~.
'0:" Fac.·.(fOeQuippina .. ;. 376808 376808 376808 376808 376808(J
'.
·FaC;E'QUippil1g·········••···< 462885 457891 453422 449415 445815Shi" ......
;. ..> 1512200 1427040 1352910 1292830 1227320
.·Cap'acitY;EXpansion 943760 886911 828478 760456 715782
Observations (Table 5-2 and Figure5-3):
• Cost decreases with discount rate. This is obvious because if we discount at higher rate then the
NPV of the costs incurred in the later periods would be less.
• It is interesting to note that strategic decisions are not changed when we vary this parameter but
the operational decisions, like when to increase the capacity, assignment of the customers to the
plants, etc., do change.
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Discount Rate
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Figure 5-3: Plant states when discount rate is varied
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5.3.2 Demand rate
Forecasting demand correctly is very important in strategic decisions. If it is not correct then we might
make wrong decisions. Here the demand is assumed to be increasing but between different rates. Different
rates which are considered are 0,0-5%,0-10%,0-15%,0-20%,0-30%,0-40%, and 0-50%.
Observations (Table 5-3 and Figure 5-4):
• As demand rate increases, the total cost also increases.
• Capacity expansion cost increases as the demand increases.
• Facilities closing and facility un-equipping costs are the same. This is because whatever is to be
closed is closed in the first period.
• Since demand is increasing, these facilities are not able to meet the demand. So, new facilities are
open. Due to the difference in the labor cost, plants at new locations are filled up to their capacity
and then it returns to the existing location.
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Demand Rate (Min Capacity)
ObiectiveNalue· I 6127860 6563390 7218870 7921760 8709860 10937000 13573600 17876400
I
2168990 2319050 2483620 2666180 2873360 3241120 3865270 5507320
1271730 1437000 1477440 1511130 1563940 1924630 2041950 1764750
413286 413286 413286 413286 413286 413286 413286 413286
w 1~;~,I!C~ilC;;:'\.JPetIlOg;; '.·1 319534 319534 319534 319534 319534 417615 506487 594179
\0 376808 376808 376808 376808 376808 376808 376808 376808
406911 406911 453422 453422 453422 516495 615354 753711
1170610 1227840 1277090 1352910 1450670 1665190 1969310 2222300
0 62964 417662 828478 1258840 2381850 3785160 6244000
Table 5-3: Effect of demand rates on costs
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Figure 5-4: Plant states when demand rate is varied (cont.. ..)
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Figure 5-4: Plant states when demand rate is varied
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5.3.3 Relocation Vs Capacity Expansion
In this case, we see the effect of relocation cost and capacity expansion cost per unit. Note that relocation
cost per unit is the distance of relocation multiplied by relocation cost per unit. Capacity expansion costs
are kept the same and the relocation costs are generated between different ranges.
Table 5-4: Effect of relocation cost on different costs
..... ,·;t'" .• ,.•. ;··Relocatioh·cost-r~u",ge.:;~!. c' .. :;;:.·.· .....
,.O:O~ ().4';.·!OA~;();8"? ,;?()tS4+i2•. ;."fi2;'·l1:6':;?·:'f~6~2;O .•.•
.Obj(~ctiveValuei:;·· 6765120 7885610 8835380 9734530 10446700
'.' Pr,odllctiol'r;',' ,
"
2652060 2657210 2666490 '2642350 2660550
"
R.~IOc~ltion·· '; },y. 757983 1794070 2359440 3119840 2883290
• ••••
',Eac>Cioshlg,'" '". '.•.••.• 413286 413286 413286 413286 413286
.... I'
··Fac.:()J)ening:;·" '. ".'."'," 319534 319534 319534 319534 319534
:, ··Fac/.OneQuippi'j,gi~.·;'· 376808 376808 376808 376808 376808
I'
·••F.ac.Equippin~.:;';'t ' 453422 453422 453422 453422 421819·
..:;...<,,:)..... 1339090 1341210 1353870 1372140 1474020
.CapacitY'Expanslon. 452945 530065 892530 1037160 1897390
Observations (Table 5-4 and Figure 5-5):
• Total cost increases as the relocation cost/unit/distance is increased.
• Relocation cost increases as we increase the relocation cost and also the capacity expansion cost
increases. Here the important observation is that we keep the demand same in all the cases so the
capacity required should be the same to meet the demand in all the models. Weare keeping the
capacity expansion cost same but it is still increasing which implies that more capacity is brought
then relocated. This is in fact the case. The rise in total relocation cost is because we increased the
relocation cost/unit/distance but in reality number of units relocated decreased.
• The shipping cost is increasing. It can be explained as follows. Here the capacity expansion costs
are kept constant but relocation cost are increasing. When the relocation costs are less then the
model is relocating some extra capacities to the plants in earlier period and meeting the demand.
But when they are higher it might be advantageous to buy the capacity later and meet the demand
with the existing capacity.
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Relocation Vs Capacity Exp
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Figure 5-5: Plant states when relocation cost is increased
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5.3.4 Production Cost (New Location Vs Existing Location)
Here the ratio of the production cost at new location vs the existing location is varied to see the effect of it
on the strategic decisions. Here the production costs for the existing location were kept the same but were
increased at new locations. The different ratios which are considered are 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.33, 0.50 and
1.00.
Table 5-5: Effect ofproduction costs (new location) on different costs
.:': : Ratio;ofProductiOr1\e()~t;{N~w;V$E~istin:ai'i6B~lioh . i
,<i'Oj)5/.:: :;:·O.~(f>'~/Ot20«{·,· ,!:·.,'O.33:>': ;';'0;50'':,;:, 1',1':00':
9bjei;tNei
ValUe' .
Production '........•.•..
,Capacity.,
Expans'ion,
6580980 7921760 10584200 14020200 18082700 26620600
1348730 2666180 5321440 8845980 12875000 23326800
1511130 1511130 1512160 1772180 1799590 952816
413286 413286 413286 393160 393160 0
319534 319534 319534 319534 319534 162910
376808 376808 376808 364216 364216 209569
453422 453422 453422 376298 376298 224273
1348680 1352910 1349540 1495900 1502020 1318360
809383 828478 838033 452945 452945 425852
Observations (Table 5-5 and Figure 5-6):
• Total cost increases as the ratio increases.
• It is observed that as the ratio increases, the fixed costs are decreasing. This is an obvious result
because if there is no substantial gain in moving to new location then it is better to continue at the
existing location. So in the last case when the costs are in same range then no existing facility is
close but a new facility is opened (because of the values assumed by the parameters.)
• Shipping costs does not show a trend in changing. This is because it depends on customer location
and plant locations.
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Figure 5-6: Plant states when production cost (new location) is increased
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5.4 Summary of Results
In summary, we can say that the factors which affect the plants opening/closing or equipping/unequipping
decisions are the demand patterns in the future and the difference of production costs between locations.
The remaining factors which affect the operational decisions include which customer is to be served by
which plant and when to expand a plant. These are not as important as the strategic decisions because these
decisions can be changed based on the conditions at that time. But it is to be noted that this observation is
for this problem only and it can not be generalized.
In the above case there was a big difference in the production cost. Hence the decision to close the
plants at the existing location and to open it at new location was obvious. But this is not the case always. In
such situations, this model can help companies make a prudent decision.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Areas of Future Research
This report presents four models for modeling a dynamic multi-plant, multi-product facility location -
relocation problem with an option of capacity expansion or abandonment. We have also mentioned the
advantages and disadvantages of each model. It also presents the way to do the sensitivity of the solution
for various parameters and can tell that how important it is for a parameter to be accurate to give good
results.
We have applied the models to a case study which is similar to the textile/garment industry. And with one
model we obtained the same results as was implemented by the companies in the textile/garment industry.
These models can serve as great tools when taking decisions are not so obvious.
None of the models developed here for the relocation problem consider budgeting constraints. In general,
most companies have limited budgets and they cannot spend unlimited amount on relocation. Hence
models should be developed which includes budgeting constraints.
Also, all the models have costs in the objective function which is minimized. They can also includes other
objectives like
a) Access time from plant to customers.
b) Local incentives for the employees.
and, the model can be solved using the goal programming approach.
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The solution obtained contains only plants opening and closing variables as integers. But in reality all the
variables must be integers. If we solve the problem with ILOG CPLEX 8.0 [24], while keeping all the
variables as integers then for the big problems it runs out of memory. So some techniques (like
decomposition methods, adding cuts) can be developed to solve these problems.
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